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INVESTIGATION ON THE PER 
PULSE JETS
ABSTRACT
:ORMANCE CHARjv 
)PERATING IN
mi
This Investigation w 
on a single valveless pulse 
by Roger W. Engebretson. It 
could be coupled 1n such a 
performance per engine could 
that, while valved pulse jet|s 
described manner, no one had 
engines 1n phase opposition.
The objective of th1 
two of these engines as pres 
mance characteristics of the
As a result of this 
have been successfully operalt 
of high speed photography, l(t 
firing alternately. The tothl 
specific fuel consumption fo|r 
respective values for Engebr|e 
are that the coupled engines 
further research. In the th|e 
projects are advanced.
is suggested 
jet engine at 
w&s thought 
nner that thfc. 
e Improved, 
had been su 
previously o
CTERISTICS OF TWO VALVELESS 
>HASE OPPOSITION
>y an earlier Investigation done 
the University of North Dakota 
that 1f two of these engines 
y would fire alternately, the 
A literature search Indicated 
:cessfully operated 1n the 
jerated two valveless pulse jet
pled
» project was 
:r1bed above 
coupled engi 
aroject, two 
ed 1n a cou 
was establlk 
thrust per 
the coupled 
tjson's s1ngl|e 
have a poten 
sis, six su
to design a device for coupling 
ind to Investigate the perfor­
ms.
falveless pulse jet engines 
manner apd through the use 
hed that the engines were 
engine and the total-thrust 
engines were Inferior to the 
engine. However, Indications 
tlal for Improvement through 
glgestlons for further research
Pulsating combustion 
propulsive device because of 
However, the development of 
retarded by low thermal effl£ 
cases, fatigue of mechanical
In general, pulsating 
being one of two types - the 
pulse jet engine. Basically 
moving part, a mechanical va 
engine. In the valveless pu 
has been eliminated to produt 
Actually, the term "valveless 
all pulse jets must have valy 
mechanical valve has been re 
valve.
To date, the valved 
of practical applications s1 
development, the thermal eff 
higher. Applications of the 
helicopters (1,2) and the in 
(3). However, the valved pu 
the mechanical valves are sufc 
replaced (4). Thus, 1f the
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION
engines have 
their Inhered 
the pulsating 
iency, high 
valves, 
combustion 
valved pulse 
t|ie valved 
ve which con 
se jet, howe| 
a prime mo 
" pulse jet 
eS. In the 
ilaced by a
long been of Interest as a 
t mechanical simplicity, 
combustion engine has been 
itiolse levels, and in some
pul
no
>ulse jet has 
nee, at the ci 
cIency of th^ 
valved pulse 
ai^ ious German 
se jet has a 
ject to fat1 
hermal eff1c 
- 1-
fnglnes can be classified as 
jet engine or the valveless 
se jet engine has only one 
:rols the air flow to the 
er, even the one moving part 
fer with no moving parts, 
s somewhat misleading since 
falveless pulse jet, the 
moving-parts aerodynamic
enjoyed the greatest number 
ijirrent state of pulse jet 
valved units appears to be 
jet Include jet-powered 
V-l buzz boiilb of World War II 
serious disadvantage 1n that 
f^ue and must be frequently 
ency of the valveless pulse
jet could be Improved, 1t wobld seem that this engine should excel since 
it represents the ultimate ii mechanical simplicity - no moving parts.
The valveless pulse jet is certalily not a new device. The 
first known engine of this type was constructed by Marconnet 1n 1909 
(5,6). Even prior to this dite, experiments Involving pulsating
Hplzworth incombustion were performed by 
1908 (8).
Although the valvelefcs
Interest 1n pulsating combus 
been collected and edited by 
considered by this author to 
pulsating combustion avallab 
In the United States 
less pulse jet research are 
University of Illinois. At
development, France is apparently the only country where any large-scale 
development effort has been nade. Under nhe sponsorship of S.N.E.C.M.A. 
the French have developed the Valveless pulse jet to tjhe point where
glit aircraft
(9,10,11,12). Although S.N.K.C.M.A. appears to have made considerable 
progress in their work on the valveless pi|lse jet, thpy seem to be 
reluctant to publish detailed ^formation
Reynst who was once a research engineer for S.N.E.C.M.A. had a lifelong
1905 (7) and Karavodine in
pulse jet yeems to have a potential for
1
about their engines. F. H.
;1on and h1s rjiany papers on the subject have 
Thring (13). The publication by Thring 1s 
be one of th4 most complete works on 
el
the two knoWn locations of current valve- 
he University of North Dakota and the
experimented with an improved Aerodynamic valve (14,15). McCloy has 
also done experimental work to establish the appropriate boundary 
conditions for applying existing theoretical analysis of valved pulse
he University of Illinois , R. W. McCloy has
^S.N.E.C.M.A. - Soci4t4 Natlonale 
de Motours d'Aviation - The
d*Etude et de Construction 
FfrAnch National!ized Aircraft Company.
att
■Grj
tly,
jets to the valveless pulse 
Several excellent 
jet are available. However, 
state device and, consequent!) 
and difficult to apply (17). 
computing thrust, Schultz 
expected since, "The combust 
treatment that here experlmen 
McDonald found that h1s atten 
by lack of really fundamental 
combustion (19). Consequen 
an empirical basis as 1s the 
At the University of 
first brought to campus by 
Laboratory (U. S. Bureau of 
coordinator, R. C. Ellman, L 
experimenting with a valvel 
velocity hot gases to a I1g 
largely responsible for st1m|u 
In 1964 Roger W. 
valveless pulse jet as a pro 
experimental work as a backg 
engine parameters and measu 
consumption, frequency, and 
able to make a significant 
fine tuning effort, thermal 
to be of practical value, 
noise level (130 db.) 1n the 
In 1910 Esnault-Pelte
A1
-3-
(15).
S)
S5
tl
jet engine 
empts at the 
the pulse 
y, theoretic!* 
With referen 
rjow states t 
ion process 
tatlon alone 
pts at theor 
Information 
, much pul 
case at the 
North Dakota 
personnel of 
'lines). Undejr 
. Dockter and 
s pulse jet 
coal dryelr 
latlng furthe 
bretson unde 
pulsion devics 
round, Engebre 
d the effect 
air-fuel ratio 
Improvement 1n 
efficiency of 
so, one of 
Vicinity of 
rle was exp
es
nite
re
hi
jretlcal analysis of the pulse 
1s Inherently a non-steady- 
1 analyses tend to get complex 
ce to a theoretical method of 
lat such a method could not be 
completely eludes theoretical 
1s decisive." (18). Further, 
2t1cal analysis were hampered 
on the phenomena of pulsating 
jet research has proceeded on 
Jn1vers1ty of North Dakota, 
the valveless pulse jet was 
e Grand Forks Coal Research 
the direction of project 
J. W. Belter have been 
engine used to supply high
(20) . Also, this group is 
r Interest 1n the device, 
rtook an Investigation of the
(21) . Using Belter's 
tson varied certain geometric 
of thrust, specific fuel
Although Engebretson was 
engine performance by h1s 
h1s engine was still too low 
s major problems was the high 
the operating engine, 
erlmentlng with two valved pulse
-4-
Henc
jets which were coupled 1n 
Esnault-Pelterle found that 
so that the pressure amplituld 
reduced due to acoustic wave 
Pelterfe apparently achieved 
no record could be found of 
Jets 1n a similar manner, 
two valveless pulse jets wer(“ 
alternately.
As Implied above, 
device which would couple 
manner, and to Investigate 
coupled engines. In evaluat 
Engebretson's single-engine 
since the Individual engines 
possible, Identical to Engeb
such a way as to fire alternately (22). 
eajch engine was strengthened by the other 
es "became wpder" and the noise level was 
destructive [Interference. Although Esnault- 
a degree of success with h1s coupled engines, 
anyone attempting to couple valveless pulse 
e, the present project evolved 1n which 
coupled in such a manner as to fire
ths
tw 5
tie
thl
pi
goals of 
valveless 
performance 
ng the perfo 
lata could be 
were constru 
'etson's eng 1 hi
s project were to design a 
Ise jets 1n the prescribed 
characteristics of the 
"mance of the coupled engines, 
used for comparison purposes 
j:ted to be, as nearly as 
e.
PRINCIPLE OF OP
S )U
Several excellent re 
operation of a single pulse 
convenience of the reader, a
A schematic diagram 
figure 1. It consists fundatm 
several feet long and an air 
exhaust tube may or may not 
end but, 1n either case, 1t 
lines, starting air Inlet, a 
section.
During start-up, a 
the system and to supply suf 
Prior to start-up, the start 
Then, upon opening the fuel 
resulting 1n a steep pressur^ 
aerodynamic valve, there 1s 
through the exhaust pipe. 
Inherently a leaky valve, a 
through the Intake pipe. Th^ 
creates a negative pressure 
halts the outflow of gases a 
Because the momentum of gase£ 
the momentum of gases 1n the
ferences are 
let tube (23, 
brief descrlb 
yf the valve!p 
entally of 
Inlet pipe.
>e of a largejr 
orms the comj) 
id spark plug
Hi?
CHAPTER II
[RATION
ivallable which describe the 
24,25). However, for the 
t1on 1s presented here, 
ss pulse jet 1s shown 1n 
exhaust or resonance tube 
The upstream end of the 
diameter than the downstream 
ustlon chamber. The fuel 
are all located 1n this
rce of fresh 
1c1ent oxygep 
ng air and s 
ralve suddenlV 
rise. Becap 
preferentla 
wever, becaufc 
)ort1on of the 
omentum of 
n the combus 
initiates 
n the exhai|j 
Intake pipe, 
-5-
nd
air 1s required to purge 
for Initial combustion.
>ark plug are both turned on.
, rapid combustion occurs 
se of the action of the 
flow of the exhaust gases 
p the aerodynamic valve 1s 
exhaust ga^es also flow out 
the flowing gas columns 
:1on chamber which, 1n turn, 
an Inflow from both directions, 
st pipe 1s far greater than 
the d1rectidn of flow 1s
V - ERODYNAMIC 'INTAKE PIPE
FIGURE 1. SCHEMATllC DIAGRAM
:x:zz.
l x . 'jr. :::/ r .x rrx -.-zr.
EXHAUST PIPE
IGNITION AND EXPANSION
—zzr.
INTAKE
r.x... :r;
RETURN FLOW
■ r
COMPRESSION
REIGNITION AND EXPANSION
FIGURE 2. COMBUSTION CYCLE
tl
reversed earlier in the 1nta 
that the Inflow through this 
which refills the combustion 
pipe does finally reverse, 
column 1s hot exhaust gases, 
compression of the air-fuel 
and assists 1n the spontanei 
There 1s some uncertainty as 
different theories exist (26) 
backflow does play an 1mport|n 
of the combustion cycle 1s g 
n1ng, starting air and spark 
The Intake pipe may 
within limits, 1n the sldewa 
aerodynamic valve may take o 
simple Borda mouth to the "v 
1920 (29). In the engines 
The flares shown on the outef 
enhance Inflow and were found
This gas co 
nlxture (the
OiS
lumn causes 4 slight 
uel 1s flowing continuously) 
Ignition wilch starts the next cycle, 
to the actual mechanism of relgnltlon and 
. However, Ihdlcatlons are that exhaust 
nt role (27). A graphical Illustration 
Iven 1n flgurs 2. Once the engine 1s run- 
are turned off.
be located either as shown 1n figure 1 or, 
II of the combustion chamber (28). The
le of several
-7-
ke. The length of the Intake pipe 1s such
passage consists mainly Of fresh air 
chamber. Whan the flow In the exhaust 
e frontal zone of this Inward flowing gas
forms ranging from the
Cb
ilvular conduit" patented 
nlsldered hers, the Borda 
ends of the Intake and Exhaust pipes 
by Engebretson, to Improve performance.
by Tesla 1n 
mouth was used.
CHAPTER I I I
COUPLING THEORY AfID DESIGN
As stated In Chapter 
design a device for coupling 
that they fire alternately, 
distinct coupling techniques
1> one objective of this project was to
two valveless pulse jets 1n such a manner 
In keeping with this objective, two 
were attempts: Intake coupling and 
exhaust coupling. Although success was achieved only with exhaust 
coupling. Intake coupling was attempted f' rst and, herice, will be
discussed first.
During Engebretson's 
most unique type of flow occf 
appeared that the outflowing exhaust gasec were traveling through the 
center core of the Intake p1be while the air Intake was occurring 
around the periphery as Illu strated 1n flipire 3. It was thought that
perhaps this unique flow cou 
the desired manner. The bas 
Is shown 1n figure 4.
It was thought that,
effect 1n the Intake of eng1 ie
firing of engine number 2.
wdrk, he observed what appeared to be a 
lying 1n the Intake pipe (30). It
be utilized to couple the engines 1n 
experimenttl Intake coupling arrangement
by aiming thn Intakes at
exhaust pulse from engine number 1 could He used to cause an aspirating
number 2.
Increase the mass of air changing engine number 2 and also to time the
1kew1se, the
number 2 would have a similar effect on engine number 
effect on each engine would ^e a dynamic :harg1ng which would prolong
the Intake process causing a ater mass 
- 8-
each other, the
This effect would serve to
exhaust pulse from engine
1. The net
of air fuel mixture to be

-10-
burned per cycle and, thus, Increasing thi thrust. Also, on the basis 
of Esnault-Pelterle's results, (31) 1t wat anticipated that the noise 
level should be reduced due to pressure wive destructive Interference.
This Idea for coupling was founded on the
are truly concentric and cou 
exhaust from one Intake to the
exhaust tubes open to the atmosphere. Th
counteract the low thermal e 
be defined as:
n klnet
be made to
other. Notice that the scheme leaves the
since the backflow of fresh i1r down the ixhaust plpei gives the valve­
less pulse jet a relatively p1gh propulsion efficiency which helps to
f[ic1ency (32,33). Thermal efficiency can
c energy of
while propulsion efficiency 
defined as:
energy
t irust output
powor unit outpu
Power unit output 1s the sum 
kinetic energy of the thrust 
There 1s no theory a id
describe the flow In the Intake. Since a
this flow was considered to 
Investigation proceeded on a 
Two valveless pulse
>e beyond the
th
slons of which are given In 
configuration of figure 4 w1 
Inches to 12 Inches at l-1ncfi 
was determined as a function 
range of the engines. As delsc
o|f the effec 
stream which 
only a m1n
hypothesis that the two flows 
remain so 1n the transfer of
s feature wpuld be desirable
:he exhaust gases
nput
fbr an englni propelling a vehicle) can be
:1ve thrust putput and the 
1s lost (34). 
mum of data available to 
detailed Investigation of 
scope of the project, the 
"but and try|* basis.
jet engines wire oriented as shown 1n figure
4. In order that comparison* could be male, the engines were constructed 
so as to be nominally 1dent1:al to Engebritson's final engine, the dlmen-
1gure 5. Thi engines were run with the
the Intake 
Intervals, 
o^ fuel flow 
rlbed below
gap, L, being varied from 4 
At each Intake gap, thrust 
rate throughout the fuel flow 
, all evidence Indicated that
FIGURE 5. SKETCH OF ENGEBRETSON’S SINGLE VALVELESS PULSE JET ENGINE
the engines were not coupling but rather, 
other.
The maximum thrust obtainable was 
which was far Inferior to the (5.0 lbf total thrust or
-12-
thrust obtained by Engebretspn 
erratic and could not be dup 
of an audible beat frequency 
operating Independently at s 
also showed up as fluctuations in the fue
the Intake tubes, 1t became
an attempt to prevent the ex 
were also unsuccessful and lied
momentum (the Intake pipe), 
geometric shapes tried 1n 1n 
When Intake coupling
were Interfering with each
3.09 lbf (1.55 lbf per engine) 
3.92 lb^ exhaust
(35). Further, all thrust data was 
iicated 1n successive runs. The presence 
wfas noted Indicating that the engines were 
Ightly different frequencies. These beats 
pressure and thrust, and made
at the ends of 
flow was not remain-
the respective measurements difficult. Engine operation was possible 
over only a limited fuel flow range.
By visual observation of the flamds developed
I
apparent that
1ng concentric but was spreading out to interfere with the Intake flow. 
Several trials at placing geometric shape* in the Intakes were made 1n
laust 1nterfe"ence. These shapes, however, 
to the conclusion that coupling the
Intakes 1n the above manner Was not possible. It seemed that any attempt 
to modify the Intake tubes ciused the performance to deteriorate, thus
lied study of
further attempts at Intake coupling. In
one of the reasons for failure was that the scheme attempted to control 
a gas column of large momentjm (the exhaust pipe) with one of small
Appendix 1 g 
ake coupling
proved unsuccessful, the next step was to
this peculiar flow before 
retrospect, 1t 1s thought that
Wes an account of the various
try exhaust coupling. Schultz-Grunow (36) did a gas dynamic analysis 
wherein, through the use of several simplifying assumptions, he was 
able to describe the operation of a valved pulse jet tube in terms of 
pressure waves. Although h1s analysis was for a valved pulse jet, the
-13-
transltlon to a valveless pilse jet can te made 1f new boundary condi­
tions can be established (37). Although 
valveless pulse jet was considered to be 
project, 1t was thought that $chultz-Grun|' 
used as a qualitative coupl 
verify the assumption.
A simplified version 
constant diameter pulse jet 
sionless coordinates £ and x
of Schultz-G 
tube 1s shown 
have been us
time respectively where:
* ' f
a. t
T * 1
X
t.
R
al B
distance along 
time
length of tube 
speed of sound
Suppose that a pressure rise occu 
The pressure rise causes comprjession wave
1
a gas dynamic analysis of the 
beyond the scope of this 
ow's wave diagrams could be 
design guideline. Success seems to
runow's wave diagram for a 
1n figure 6. The dlmen- 
ed in place of distance and
at atmospheric conditions
Solid lines represent comprejsslon waves wplle broken lines represent 
rarefaction waves.
rarefaction wave B travels to the left and is reflected as a rarefaction
wave from the closed end of the tube. Wh 
the open end of the tube, 1t 1s reflected 
rarefaction wave C reaches the combustion
the tube measured from the valve
rs in the combustion chamber.
A to travel to the right while
en compression wave A reaches 
as rarefaction wave C. As 
chamber, the pressure falls
and the intake process begins. Rarefaction wave B reflects from the 
open end of the tube as compression wave D. Compression wave D then 
proceeds toward the combustion chamber where 1t stops the Intake process 
and causes a slight compression of the charge.
SHEET METAL
0.2
FIGURE 6.
4----------
d.6 0
SKETCH OF WAVE DIAGRAM
NOTE: CENTERLINE Dll 
SMALL END OF TRANSIT 
END OF EXHAUST PIPE 
45" AS IN FIGURE 5.
PLENUM 
G^AM FROM 
ON PIECE TO 
S STILL
FIGURE 7. SKETCH ILLUSTRATE G CONFIGURATION 
OF SUCCESSFULLY COUPLED ENG I E$
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To achieve engine cojpling through the exhaust pipes it was
decided to attempt to use th» pressure pu 
of engine number 1 to reinforce compression wave D in 
and vice-versa. This would lave the effect of timing
that they fire alternately a; desired. I f the rarefaction waves could
be made to Interact similarly, 
thus the volumetric efficiency
attempt at coupling, only the compression
To Implement the cou 
in figure 7. This arrangement 
of valved pulse jets. Notice,
jling, the engines were arranged as shown
all thrusts (intakes plus exhaust) are in
all of the thrust produced can
engines an advantage over Engebretson's s
Engebretson's engine, these ph 
propulsion efficiency of the
the intake 
improved.
is similar
however, that with the current design,
irusts were perpendicular. However, the 
coupled engines will likely be less than 
that of a single engine since the backflow in an exhaust pipe will now 
consist mainly of exhaust gaseS from the other engine which are less dense 
than the surrounding atmosphere.
With this design, the kngines weri found to fire alternately 
as desired. One could probably improve performance of the engines by 
using a nozzle as the outlet from the plenum chamber instead of a 
straight piece of pipe. However, it was relt that matching a nozzle to 
the rest of the engine assembly was beyond the scope of the thesis project, 
hence the straight pipe was used to study 
nozzle effects.
The gap between the ends Of the tvjfp exhaust pipes was found to be 
not at all critical and a va'ue of 5 inches was chosen for convenience of 
constructing the plenum chamber.
se from compression wave A 
engine number 2 
the engines so
process cou 
However, in
d be prolonged, 
this first
waves were given consideration.
to Esnault-Relterie's coupling
the same direction and, hence,
be utilized. This fact gives the coupled
hgle engine in that with
engine coupling without involving
-16-
10
It was found that the stability 
shortening the Intake pipes f^om 11.25" 
pipes were used throughout t}h^  remainder 
that stability was Improved by shortening 
as follows: The frequency cf the engine
(f
the speed of sound (38). wren the engines
down the tailpipe will be hqt 
hence, the average tailpipe 
of sound 1s proportional to
exhaust ga: 
temperature 
the square r<
the speed of sound will Increase, thus Increasing the
engines. It Is thought that 
device and, hence, at the Injcrfeased frequ(e 
shorter to permit the requl 
1n frequency has been verlfi 
4.
red flow 1n a 
ed experlmen'
the Intakes 
Is directly
the engines was Improved by 
9" and, hence, the shortened 
of the experiment. The fact 
can be explained 
proportional to 
are coupled, the backflow 
Instead of fresh air and, 
Increase. Since the speed 
of the absolute temperature, 
frequency of the
ses
*111
cot
the Intake a|qts primarily as a timing 
ncy, the Intake must be
decreased time. The Increase 
tally, as described in Chapter
LABORATORY TECHN
3. Insure safe work 
Specific Items of supporting
2. Frequency of ope^aftlon of the
3. Frequency of operation of a s
4. Noise levels for 
operation.
5. Carbon monoxide fleyel 1n the 
The apparatus and methods us
CHAPTER I'f
QUES AND EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
; may be divided Into two
Specifically, the
The data taken during this projec 
classifications - primary da :a and supporting data. Data considered to 
be primary are those measurenents which could be utilized directly 1n 
drawing the conclusions to bp presented 1p Chapter 5.
Items of primary data are:
1. Thrust measurements.
2. Fuel flow measurements.
3. Proof that the eigifnes were 1h phase opposition.
Data classified as supporting data are those measurements which serve to:
1. Support the primary data.
2. Monitor the engl le performance for any unusual behavior.
ng condition* 1n the laboratory.
iata are:
1. Average static pressure at the combustion chamber.
1 CV
ed
coupled engines.
Ingle engine, 
both single engine operation and coupled
laboratory.
are described 1n1n collecting the data
the following paragraphs, wllth primary data being considered first.
When Engebretson performed h1s Investigation, data were taken 
during the summer months anp, hence, the
-17-
engine could be run outdoors.
However, the timing of the current project was such tfiat the data were 
to be taken during the winter and, therefore, an exhaust system to 
permit running the engine Indoors had to pe constructed. The design of 
this system 1s outlined 1n Appendix 2.
Also, an engine mounting device h|ad to be provided which would 
allow the thrust to be measured. Such a device already existed from 
Engebretson's project and, rather than build an entirely new structure, 
Engebretson's device was modified to accept two engines Instead of one. 
The modified mounting system With the coupled engines 
shown 1n figure 8. The rack In which the engines were mounted was free 
to move as a parallelogram. With this design, the rafk remains parallel 
to the level surface at all times. By using a balance system, the thrust 
produced 1s equal to the weight required to bring the rack back to the 
zero position. Friction effects may be considered negligible because 
the rack moves very freely wltjh the use of ball bearings at the eight 
pivot points (39).
With the engines mounted as shown 1n figure 8^ the thrust
- 18-
measured would be the sum of
the plenum chamber 180 degrees as shown 1n figure 9, the difference
between the Intake and exhaust thrusts (Intake thrust
could be measured. Then, by 
equations, the Individual th 
Propane was chosen ajs
solving two 
rusts (Intake
made to keep the fuel the sane as Engebre
convenience. However, 1t wa 
avallcble) tank of propane w|as 
engines at the desired rate, 
common manifold were used to 
be provided for switching thfe 
from one engine to the other
intake plus
the fuel fo
exhaust thru?t. By rotating
simultaneous 
and exhaust
was greater) 
algebraic 
could be computed.
r the engine! This choice was 
tson's and also for laboratory 
s Ifound that >ne 100-lb. (the largest 
Incapable )f supplying fuel to the 
Consequently, two tanks feeding into a 
supply the engines. Also, a means had to 
starting air and spark plug power supply 
The schematic apparatus arrangement 1s
-19
FIGURE 8a - PHOTOGRAPH SHOWING ENGINE MOUNTING DEVICE WITH 
ENGINES IN POSITION.
FIGURE 8b - PHOTOGRAPH SHOWING CLOSE UP OF PLENUM CHAMBER
-20-
ENGINE NO. 1
FIGURE 9. CONF 
PLENUM CHAMBER 
FOR THRUST DIFF
GURATION SHO 
ROTATED 180 D 
IRENCE
ENGINE NO. 2
COMPRESSED AIR
5/16 TUB
FUEL PRESSURE GAGE 
QUICK ACTING PLUG
valJves
PRESS1J
REGUUl
FIGURE 10.
RE
TORS
SPARK POWER 
SUPPLY
DIAGRAM OF APPARATUS LAYOUT
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shown 1n figure 10. Flexible lines were lllsed to connect fuel and air 
lines to the engines so as not to Interfere with thrust measurement.
All data were recorded as a function of fuel pressure measured 
at the manifold. The manifold was used to Insure that the same fuel 
pressure was applied to each Jnglne. Fuel pressure, however, was used 
as the Independent variable i^rely for laboratory conyenlence since 
the more fundamental parameter of Interest Is fuel flow rate. Fuel 
flow rate as a function of fjpl pressure was determined by placing the 
fuel tanks on a scale and recording the time required to consume a
1 si Thus, by plotting fudl flow calibration
to fuel flow rate as will be Illustrated
predetermined quantity of fus 
curves, data could be relatep 
1n Chapter 5.
Although the coupled dnglnes ran satisfactorily, a means had to 
be devised to determine whetier or not the engines were truly firing 
alternately. With the englnas running, visible flames protrude from the 
Intake pipes. By photographing the action of these flames with a Red 
Lake Laboratories "Hycam" high speed mot1>n picture camera, It was 
definitely established, as dastrlbed below, that the 
phase opposition (firing alternately).
To photograph the flunks, the roo|n
engines were 1n
was darkened and Kodak 4X
(ASA 800) negative film was mjn at 1000 frames per second. However, 
the unaltered flame was not sufficiently I»r1ght to record on the film.
Thus, a method was sought to brighten the
at brightening the flame, the Apparatus described 1n Appendix 3 was
used to Inject sodium ethylate
Although the light meter reapl 
sodium ethylate, a minumum o 
As a second attempt at brlgh
Into the engines. It vfas thought that
the sodium would Ionize and l>urn to give the required brightness.
ng could be 
light meter 
ternlng, Hg n l
flame. In the first attempt
Increased from 3.5 to 5 with 
reading of ^0 was required.
:e coal dissolved 1n anthraclne
-22-
was Injected Into the engines. The lignite produced luminescent carbon 
particles and resulted In a flame brightness which was superior to that 
obtained from sodium ethyl at 5 but still net sufficient.
Successful brlghtenlig of the flames was finally achieved by 
burning a mixture of acetylen^ and propane. An acetylene tank was merely 
substituted for one of the propane tanks in the fuel system. With this 
arrangement, the engines wer» started on >ropane after which acetylene 
was blended 1n until sufflclsnt brightness was obtained. An example of 
the high speed pictures 1s siown 1n flgurs 11. By studying figure 11,
1t can be seen that a sequen:e of flames ippears to be Issuing first from 
the right small dot and then from the left. The dots (called out by the 
white arrows) are marker Hgrtjs positioned at the ends of the Intake 
pipes. Thus, the figure shoms the flame >rotrud1ng first from the right 
engine and then from the left engine. Although figure 11 displays only 
two cycles of operation, the entire lOO-fsot roll of film showed the 
same pattern of firing and, ttjus, verified the assumption that the engines 
were in phase opposition.
As supporting evidence, the beats 
longer present. Other supporting data we|r 
described below.
The operational freqjency of the
re collected
General Radio type 760 sound 
of the operating engines was
sound survey meter. The noise level at a
from the exhaust pipe of the 
decibels. It was necessary J
engines was measured using a
analyzer; the noise leve
measured with a General Radio type 1555A
earest engi
working 1n the same room with the operatli
Engebretson found that the average static pressure readings 
varied with the type of manometer used and also with the length of the
described 1ti Chapter 3 were no
using the techniques
In the vicinity
location approximately 3 feet 
ne ranged from 124 to 131
twear ear protectors a  all times while
ng engines.
F IG U RE II. HIGH S P E E D  P H O T O G R A P H S
manometer was connected to tie
The carbon monoxide 
both a Mine Safety Appliance
-24-
connecting line (40). Hence, ho attempt mas made to measure the true 
average static pressure 1n tie engines. However, a U-tube water
chambers and the resultingcombustion
readings were found useful Ifi a qualitative manner, as described 1n 
Chapter 5.
evel In the laboratory was monitored using 
#DS-47133 carbon monoxide tester and 
several of the Bendlx card type carbon moioxlde detectors Intended for 
use in light aircraft. In general, carboi monoxide presented no major 
problem - maximum carbon monixlde level biing approximately 0.0025 
per cent.
The results and conclusions from the above data are presented 
1n Chapter 5.
CHAPTER V
ICLLRESULTS, CONC USIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
the project, two valveless 
jpierated successfully In phase opposition, 
engines seemn to have caused deterioration 
Improvement! Some benefits, though, were
In keeping with the Objectives of 
pulse jet engines have been 
However, the coupling of the 
1n the performance rather thin
realized from coupling and 1 : Is thought that the coupled engine's 
performance can be Improved through further research. Coupled engine 
performance 1s discussed In the following
1. Thrust and fuel consumption.
2. Noise level.
3. Thrust specific ‘uel consumption.
4. Observed phenomena which are considered to warrant further
Investigation.
From figure 12 1t carj be seen that the maximum
29.5 lbm/ four / enginewas 5.85 lbf at a fuel rate of 
maximum single engine thrust 
hour. Notice that, with the 
higher fuel rates. In fact,
paragraphs 1n terms of:
thrust produced 
Engebretson's
was 6.0 lbf at a fuel rate of 24.5 lbm per 
cdupled englres, 1t was possible to run at 
for the coupled engines, the maximum fuel 
rate was dictated by the capacity of the fuel system rather than the 
rich stability limit of the engines. To get a better thrust comparison 
between the coupled engines ana Engebretson's engine, consider a fuel 
rate of 24 lbm / hour / engine. The coupled engines produced a thrust 
of 5.58 Ibf (2.79 lbf per engine) while Engebretson’s single engine 
produced 5.9 lbf thrust. However, Engebretson's Intake thrust was at
-25-
FUEL CONSUMPTIONTHRUST
• Y H F U J 5 T
F 4QW. RA' PER ENGINE
90 degrees to the exhaust thrust so that pis recoverable thrust might be 
considered to be the exhaust thrust of 3.B8 lbf. Still, one must con­
clude that the performance of the coupled engines was definitely Inferior. 
At a fuel rate below the step In the thrust curve, the coupled engines 
compare more favorably but are still Inferior.
However, notice that the single engine thrusts from figure 12 
are also well below Engebretsqn's values. This decrease may be an 
Inherent fault of the presert configuration but, on the other hand, the 
fact that the right engine produced a slightly higher thrust than the 
left Indicates that the slncle engine thrusts may be sensitive to 
careful fine tuning. This Idea 1s relnfcreed by Engebretson's experience. 
His relatively high thrust \aiues resulted from an extensive fine tuning 
effort.
Suppose that, through fine tuninc, the single engine thrusts 
could be made to approach Ergrbretson's \alues. Then, even though the 
thrust of the coupled engines might not te double the single engine 
thrust, the recoverable thrtst from the coupled engines might well be 
greater than double the simile engine recoverable thrust.
Although this author Is not yet ready to desert engine coupling, 
1t does appear that 1t woul<l be of Interest to experiment with a U-shaped 
single engine such as the one depicted 1n figure 13. Since the valveless 
pulse jet seems to be Insensitive to changes 1n the exhaust pipe configu­
ration, 1t 1s thought that such an englnn would likely run and would 
possibly produce a high recoverable thrust.
However, engine coupling Is st1l attractive 1n that herein lies 
a potential for the two eng ines relnforc ing one another and for noise 
cancellation. In this experiment the engines apparently did not rein­
force but there did appear to be noise cancellation as was expected.
The noise level at the operator's position ranged from 124 to 131
-27-
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100 cps to nominally 104 cps 
of the increase in average e 
On examining the tot
decibels but, for a given fuel rate per ehgine, the noise level was the 
same regardless of whether one or two engines were running. Thus, the 
coupling did result 1n an Improved thrust f noise ratio. With both 
engines running, the frequen:^ of operat1>n Increased from nominally
This Increise was expected on the basis 
<haust pipe temperature, 
il thrust curve of figure 12, one notices a
approximately 25 lb^ / hour / engine.peculiar step 1n the curve a 
This step was at first viewed with suspicion but a complete rerun of the 
data confirmed the curve. Mere light 1s
one computes the Individual 
1t can be seen that although 
Increasing fuel rate, the exhaust thrust 
approximately 24 to 25 lb^ / 
figure 15, the average statlfc pressure at
hrown on the situation when 
intake and exhaust thrusts. From figure 14 
the Intake tnrust continues to increase with 
ctually reaches a maximum at 
hbur / engln^. Notice also that from
the combustion chamber increased
noticeably at this fuel rate
single engine pressure measurements. It Is quite evident that some
phenomenon Is occurring at aj>pro-1mately !!5 lb / hour / engine which
m
causes a change 1n the mode of operation of the engines.
Although detailed Investigation o 
considered to be beyond the ;scope of this
velocity 1s reached at the t 
since the flow from the plenum chamber 1s 
complicated. It 1s suggested that Invest
Investigation of a nozzle ou 
of plenum chamber dimensions
This rise was not present in any of the
that the phenomenon 1s a cholrtbg effect a : the plenum chamber outlet. 
This effect would be analogous to the choking which occurs when sonic
iroat of a steady flow nozzle. However,
the topic of a future research project. Such a project might Incorporate
:lpt for the
the above phenomenon was 
project, 1t 1s here postulated
unsteady, the problem 1s more 
gatlon of the phenomenon be
>lenum chamber and the effects
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From figure 16, notice that fuel 
be drawn for each Individual 
only are the curves for the 
fuel pressure, the sum of th 
greater than the fuel flow v1th both engi 
correlates with figures 14 ejnd 15.
From figure 14, not
engine consistently produced less thrust 
Correlating figure 14 and 15, 1t 1s felt
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flow calibration curves had to 
engine as well as for both engines. Not 
1rtd1v1dual enjglnes different but, at a given 
ne fuel flows 1s, in general, 
nes running. Figure 16, however,
the left engine resulted frcm
thought that the Increased 1u^l flow to 1he left engine (see figure 16)
also resulted from the decreased average 
a greater average pressure difference acif
Thus, there appears to be some small difference between the two engines
a superior aMlity to convert the energy ofwhich gave the right engine 
the fuel Into pressure and,
to fine tune the existing engines should
maximum average static pressure for a given fuel rate.
would cause the engines to bt^ op. Howeve
ce that, at the same fuel rate, the left
than the right engine, 
that the reduced thrust from 
the reduce4 average static pressure. It 1s
static pressure, which produced 
oss a given length of fuel line.
hfence, thrus
Figure 17 shows the thrust specific fuel consumption of the 
coupled engines. The thrus : specific fuisl consumption was computed by 
dividing the fuel rate by tpe thrust and 
too high to be of practical 
ably with the values of 1.2
hr-lbm
When attempting to lighten the irotrudlng flames for photo- 
graphy by Injecting sodium ethylate, a v»ry Interesting sideline obser­
vation was made. It was observed that tie engine would accept much more 
sodium ethylate if the 1nje:tion was axiilly through the valve end of 
the pulse jet tube rather tian radially
. It is felt that any effort 
be aimed at producing the
, 1n all cases, the figures are 
i figures compare rather t 
reported by the French (41),
value. These unfavor- 
lbf
through the sidewall of the
combustion chamber. In elthercase, large amounts of sodium ethylate
r, where attempting to Inject
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radially, any amount beyond 
not taken here since the ob 
would cause the engines to 
the liquid could be Injected 
obviously not just the presc 
engines to stop. A more coin
Since this phenomenpi 
not pursued in detail. The 
the radial Injection caused 
boundary layer - possibly 
to turbulent flow. If such 
supports the reignltlon the^ 
caused by ignition nuclei 
when the intake flow ceases 
the ignition nuclei are tra
Although the perfo 
Lngebretson's single engine 
1t is thought that there 1s 
research. Suggested projec
1. Investigate finjs
2. Investigate the 
Investigate the 
nozzle outlet.
3. Investigate the
4. Investigate a U
5. Investigate cou 
waves to reinfo
6. Investigate 1n
However, 1f the max
fundamental study of the va
-35-
mu
a mere trace 
jjectlve was 
top. Since 
axially with 
ni:e of sodlun 
pjlex phenomejii 
n was merely 
bpst explanat 
an adverse r 
uklng it to 
Ip the case, 
ry of Reyn st 
the boundary 
to be lamlnaf 
ns^orted Into 
ce of the 
performance, 
a potential 
s are:
tuning of tb 
choking phenpi 
effect of pi
nna
nature of fl 
shaped slngl 
sling the eng 
roe. 
detail the me
(quantitative measurements were 
rely to brighten the flame) 
Significantly larger amounts of 
out adverse effects, 1t was 
ethylate which caused the 
on must be Involved, 
a sideline observation, 1t was 
Ion this author can give 1s that 
faction with the Internal 
phange prematurely from laminar 
the observed phenomenon 
which says that reignltlon 1s 
layer. Reignltlon then occurs 
and becomes turbulent so that 
the charge (42). 
coupled engines was Inferior to 
some benefits were realized and 
or Improvement through further
e engines, 
imenon observed and 1n conjunction, 
configuration and»num chamber
>w in the Intakes.
» engine.
Ines by getting rarefaction 
:han1sm of reignltlon.
Imum contribution 1s to be made, a really
iveless pulse jet should be made. Such a
project would require more lab 
the start of this Investigate 
available during the 1nvest1g 
(43).
oratory equipment than Was available at 
on. The high speed camera which became 
atlon may well open new avenues of research
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TRIAL 3:
Satisfactory operation was pc 
from 2 to 4 psig.
TRIAL 4:
Satisfactory operation was 
from 2 to 4 psig.
lossible over
-H K-3/4
=rd i
id j
ssible over
w
3/4" THIN WALL CONDUIT
a limited range of fuel.pressure
■3/4" THIN WALL CONDUIT
a limited range of fuel pressure
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TRIALS 5, 6, 7, AND 8:
i 1" THIN WA .LED CONDUIT
In trials 5, 6, 7, and 8, tle'length of the conduit, 1, was made equal
to 3, 4, 5, and 6 inches re? 
factory operation was possible over a li
With L equal
rrjted range o|f fuel pressure
from 2 to 4 psig. With L equal to 4 indies, the maxi
pressure increased to 5 psijj but dropped 
made equal to 5 inches. If 
these levels, the engines s 
6 inches, engine operation Wa
back to 4 ps
the fuel pressure was increased to above 
mply stopped
TRIAL 9:
s not possi
When L wa^ increased to 
>le with starting air off.
Satisfactory operation was 
from 2 to 5 psig.
to 3 inches, satis-
mum attainable fuel 
ig when L was
EL WELDED TO 
1DUIT
ssible over a limited range of fuel pressure
-40-
•RIAL 10:
Engine operation was not poi.s
TRIAL 11
Engine operation was possib
TRIAL 12:
In this trial, both engines were equippe< 
The funnels were to transfer |.he exhaust 
intake. Engine operation w^s possible o 
range, but coupling did not result.
5 -
b1e with smarting air cff.
--N
5'**|
but margin;;!.
r  CONDUIT TAPERED TO 3/4"
" CONDUIT TAIPERED TO 3/4"
with the fu 
without inte 
\|er a 1 imited
nnels of trial 9. 
rfering with the 
fuel pressure
APPENDIX 
DESIGN OF tHt LABORATORl
- 4 1 -
EXHAUST SYSTEM
boratory, located 1n ChandlerThe Internal combustion engine la 
Hall on the University of Ncrth Dakota campus, made an ideal location 
for running the valveless pulse jet engires indoors. This laboratory 
is equipped with a 60-foot chimney which made an excellent exit Into 
which the exhaust gases could be channeled. It was only necessary to
construct a hood to collect 
clean-out door near the base
chimney was sufficient to provide the required pressure difference
across the duct so that no exhaust fan wa
onstruction,
hood and duct arrangement is 
For convenience of c 
a duct of circular cross section limited 
Before proceeding with the construction, 
estimate whether or not the 
only natural draft. Using En^ebretson's 
estimated that 3080 CFM should be removed 
in reference 44, 1t was estimated that a 
duct of 0.15 inches of water was required
sort of exhaust fan could be
sary. The duct provided adequate ventila
except the arrangement shown 
figuration, the intake pipes
the gases and 
of the chimni
a duct to convey them into a 
ey. The natural draft of the
s necessary. A sketch of the
Shown in figure 18.
the chimney and the room shewed that on the average, a differential of 
approximately 0.12 inches of water was available. Thus, the 16 Inch 
diameter duct appeared marginal.
However, the duct construction proceeded with the idea that some
provided if
it was found 
to 16 inches
desirable to use 
1n diameter, 
however, it was necessary to 
ter duct would allow the use of 
performance data, 1t was
Then, using methods described 
pressure difference across the 
A manometer connected between
necessary. No fan was neces- 
tion for all configurations 
(page 14). With this con-in figure 9
were pointed] away from the hood and 1t was 
necessary to wear a gas mask) while collecting data. Fortunately, only 
a limited amount of data were required from this arrangement.

APPARATUS FOR INJECTION OF
l!CA sketch of the 1nj 
pressure vessel was fashion^ 
pressurized (air over I1qu1<jl) 
the engines was then contro 
A previous version 
of liquid by manually pressi 
resulting feed, however, was 
1n favor of the apparatus o
-43-
APPENDIX
LIQUIDS INTO
(if
THE VALVELESS PULSE JET ENGINES
:lon appara1:us 1s shown 1n figure 19. The 
from a piece of 3-inch steel pipe and was 
to approximately 20 psig. Liquid flow to 
needle valves, 
the apparatus attempted to control the feed 
zing the vessel with a bicycle pump. The 
:oo unsteady and this scheme was abandoned 
figure 19.
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APPENDIX 4
PERFORMANCE DATA
COUPLIED ENGINE PERFC3RMANCE Df\TA
FUEL FLOW TOTAL INTAKE THRUS1l| MINUS FREQUENCY NOISE
Tbm/hr THRUST EXHAUST THI1UST cps LEVEL
lbf lbf • db
21.5 2.82 - 104 124
25.0 3.18 0.22 105 127
29.5 3.53 0.26!a 105 125
33.0 4.19 0.33’i 105 127
37.0 4.64 0.44' 105 128
41.0 5.18 0.55’ 105 128
45.0 5.51 0.66'i 104 129
48.5 5.62 0.771r 103 130
52.5 5.62 0.98 104 130
56.0 5.74 1.10 104 130
59.0 5.84 1.32 105 131
COMPUTATION OF INTAKE AND EXHAUST THRUSTS
FUEL FLOW
1b_/hr m
12.5
15.0
17.5
20.0
22.5
25.0
27.5
30.0
1 + 
lbf
3.15 
3.73 
4.4D 
5.0D 
5.5) 
5.6 D 
5.7) 
5.9)
1bf
0.22
0.30
0.40
0.50
0.65
0.82
1.05
1.35
I
%
1.69
2.04
2.40
2.75
3.07
3.21
3.37
3.62
E
%
1.47
1.74
2.00
2.25
2.43
2.39
2.33
2.28
LEFT
FUEL FLOW 
lbm/hr
THRUST
lb.
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NGINE PERFORMANCE DATA
FREO
c
jEncy
3S
NOISE 
LEVEL 
b
13.5
15.0
17.0
19.0 
20.8
23.0
24.5
26.5 
28.4
30.0
2.09 
>. 20
42 
>.64 
>.98
3.09
3.31
3.31
3.52
3.53
59
39
-
39 
1 30 
39
127
i 28
129
130 
130
RIGHT ENGINE PERFORMANCE DATA
FUEL FLOW
lb /hr m
11.5
13.0
14.5 
16.2
18.0
19.5 
21.0
2 2 . 6
24.0
26.0
THRUST 
bf
FREO J
co
ENCY
is
55
98
32
42
76
87
20
20
31
53
1
99
99
DO
IDO 
1 01
NOISE 
LEVEL 
§b__  
24
j*
I
128
128
•1*
131
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